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NEW QUESTION: 1
What kind of commitment describes the situation where an IT
provider takes on the responsibility to realize a complete
solution for the customer?
A. financial commitment
B. delivery commitment
C. obligation to undertake efforts
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You are developing an application by using JavaScript.
You must write a function that returns the sum of the variables
named v1, v2, v3, v4.
You need to complete the sum function.
How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segment or segments to the correct location or
locations in the answer are a. Use only code segments that
apply.)
Answer:
Explanation:
* What is the difference between call and apply?
apply lets you invoke the function with arguments as an array;
call requires the parameters be listed explicitly.
Pseudo syntax:
theFunction.apply(valueForThis, arrayOfArgs)
theFunction.call(valueForThis, arg1, arg2, ...)
Reference: What is the difference between call and apply?

NEW QUESTION: 3
A state government education system is implementing a cloud
solution for schools to plan and score
standardized testing. The client needs a solution that supports
file and block data for its environment.
Which IBM Storwize product should the IT architect recommend to
maximize storage space using
compression?
A. IBM Storwize V7000 Unified
B. IBM SAN Volume Controller
C. IBM Storwize V9000
D. IBM Storwize V5020
Answer: A
Explanation:
Storwize V7000 is designed for all-flash or hybrid storage,
while Storwize V7000 Unified is designed for
block and file needs.
When you choose Storwize V7000 Unified and Storwize V7000, you
gain the most advanced storage
technologies to unlock the business value of your stored data,
including virtualization and IBM Real time
Compression.
References:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/storage/disk/storwize_v7000/
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